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Abstract: The present paper is a detailed analysis of the identities of the tragedies 

created by the “Three Greek Tragedians” from their different styles. The different style 

elements in language, characters and chorus reflect the different identities of their 

works---orderly the tragedy of fate for Aeschylus, the tragedy of ethics for Sophocles 

and the tragedy of reason for Euripides. 
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1. Introduction 

As the “Three Greek tragedians” living roughly in the same exuberant period, 

Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides have made remarkable contributions to the 

development of tragedies, although the styles in their works turn out to possess vastly 

different elements from one another, especially in language, characters and chorus. 

Their different writing styles have reflected the different identities of their 

works—orderly the tragedy of fate, the tragedy of ethics and the tragedy of reason. 

 

2. Body 

2.1 Different Identities Reflected in the Different Styles of Language 

On the styles of language of their tragedies, Aeschylus’s elaboration, Sophocles’s irony 

and Euripides’s pictorialization have to some degree tempted the critics to define the 

different identities of their works. As for Aeschylus, his language is ingeniously 

elaborate. Because he loves to impress his audiences with the importance of the power 

of the object, he does not hesitate to display his geographic knowledge in long, 

pompous description. Attempting to present a purified conception of godhead and 

vindicate the justice of a god in permitting evil, he has employed the detailed depiction 

to build a solemn environment, emphasizing and hinting the doomed destiny of the 

hero between lines through the problem of theodicy. However, as his contemporary 
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tragedian, unlike Aeschylus, Sophocles is prone to make use of simple and piercingly 

direct language to carry multiple levels of irony on the issue of ethics. In Antigone, he 

has used “a full line of verse for a direct and ironical address to convey Antigone’s love 

for Ismene and also how for Antigone her feelings for her sisters are not separable from 

their shared origin” (Scodel 236). In Autadelphoen, the harsh and contrived lines have 

reminded the critics that the sisters are the children of incest, even more closely related 

than sisters should be, disclosing the family ties and the ruin of ethics. Referring to the 

language of Euripides, it can be vividly and succinctly pictorial, which corresponds to a 

deeply pessimistic impulse of the author on the reversal of heroism of Sophocles. 

According to Euripides, an evil is caused by human folly and gods are often ruled by 

jealousies that make them unjust and cruel, for which people can elicit the reason to be 

the dominant feature of his treatment to tragedies. In Medea, the heroine Medea has 

cried on the inequality between men and women: 

A man, when he’s tired of the company in his home,  

Goes out of the house and puts an end to his boredom 

And turns to a friend or companion of his own age. 

But we are forced to keep our eyes on one alone. ( Euripides 66) 

Obviously, Euripides has put the rationality into his lines of tragedies, posing a sharp 

eye on equality and humanity with his pictoralization of languages. 

 

2.2 Different Identities Reflected in the Different Styles of Characters 

On the characters design, the different styles reflected in their tragedies have 

simultaneously served for their essential identities of the works. For Aeschylus, his 

character drawing is handled chiefly through contrast. In Prometheus Bound, the main 

character Prometheus is described to be chained to a mountain peak for his defying the 

authority of the newly established cosmic ruler, Zeus, by bringing fire to mankind. In 

Aeschylus’s mind, Zeus is the answer to the problem of theodicy and nobody can 

escape from his doomed fate including the god Prometheus if he destroys the rules 

constituted by Zeus. In this tragedy, Prometheus has been depicted as a suffering but 

defiant rebel, guilty of hubris, so he must learn through misery to respect authority, 

foreshadowing his tragedy of fate. For Sophocles, he often portrays his characters as 

strong-willed, highly principled and passionate heroes under the stress of ruining the 

ethics. Moving swiftly, logically and inexorably to experience “the most painful human 

situations—utter personal humiliation, the accidental murderer of a loved one, a 

cataclysmic reversal of one’s station in life” (Trudeau 413), his characters “encounter a 

seemingly insurmountable ethical or moral difficulty” (413). For instance, in Oedipus 

the Rex, Sophocles has successfully figured the hubris of Oedipus which leads the hero 

to the hamarteia step by step that he kills his father and marries his mother, walking to 
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his tragedy of ethics. For Euripides, with their tragedies associated with realism very 

closely, he often depicts men as cowardly, ambitious or hypocritical when they are not 

the playthings of passion. Having engraved the reason on the characters design, 

Euripides gives us a passionate Medea who has struggled fiercely against the unfair 

treatment to women, an Orestes whose verdict is no longer solemnly proclaimed by 

Athene but voted by a popular assembly led by demagogues, and other vivid 

characters whose sufferings are originated from their destruction of reason and ended 

with the confirmation of reason. 

 

2.3  Different Identities Reflected in the Different Styles of Chorus 

On the chorus that is always considered as the important element in Greek tragedies by 

most critics, the three Greek tragedians still have different features of styles. For 

Aeschylus, the chorus tends to be less intelligent than the characters, but its 

importance is formidable. Even some critics have said that the styles of Aeschylus on 

chorus are more lyric than epic. In Aeschylus’s Suppliant, the issue of the play is the 

fate of the chorus itself. For the sake of the choral song which has been employed to 

embroider the mournful atmosphere by Aeschylus, the tragic fate of the hero seems to 

be more inevitable and unconquerable. Comparing with Aeschylus, Sophocles has 

added three members of the chorus to Aeschylus’s twelve, strengthening the impact to 

reflect the views of its society on the damage of moralities. In Oedipus Rex, Galens and 

Spampinato has proposed that “the chorus reiterates some of the action, expressing 

varying degrees of hope and despair with respect to it and suggesting Oedipus not to 

disbelieve Creon’s protestations of innocence” (211). When the citizens of Thebes have 

owed Oedipus only gratitude and loyalty but yet the prestige of Tiresias as a seer is 

formidable, the chorus shows their obstinate faith on Oedipus but it proves to be 

unjustified, for Oedipus is indeed the murder of Laius. Since the chorus has voiced the 

unfolding of the moral disasters, the tragedy of ethics as the identity of his works has 

been protruded. Taking chorus with his special ways, Euripides intends to use short 

choral odes. Often their songs are laments or lyrical effusions that would work just as 

well elsewhere. At the same time, “in his concern to portray emotion, Euripides 

composed songs for his actors with considerable freedom” (Trudeau 104). In Medea, 

the Euripidean chorus has evoked the concept of pollution to warn Medea that there 

will be no city wanting to be polluted by her presence if she would commit the deed she 

threatens. To place Medea’s deed into the larger context of society, the chorus aims to 

suggest the greater implications of her personal crime. Having indicated a heightening 

of emotion, the chorus of Euripides mainly emphasizes the humanism of the publics on 

destroying the reason although it appears less than Aeschylus or Sophocles’s plays. 
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3. Conclusion 

To sum up, Aeschylus is a master of the grand style which contributes a lot to his 

tragedy of fate; Sophocles’s dramatic style is often described as “a felicitous union of 

strength and control” (Trudeau 413), which stimulates critics to consider his works as 

the tragedy of ethics; while Euripides prefers to take “the ferociously energetic and 

sometimes eccentric style” which helps the audiences to further their minds on the 

understanding of his tragedy of reason. Accounting for the tendency of the exploration 

on the styles of tragedies, the “Three Greek Tragedians” have made use of the styles 

on the classification of their tragedies’ identities, which has aroused the interests of 

more and more critics nowadays and requires newly further discussion on it. 
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